﷽
What Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as) and Khalifa Awwal (r) say
about "Wateen"???

Azizam Maqbool Sahib,
Assalam O Alaikum W. W. !
Syedna Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as) says ( according to Sura Alhaqa, see RK.
vol. 17 Page 434) that a false or Muftri Illalah can not and never in history
could live 23 years after his open claim in public. Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as)
also challenged in his book arbaeen in open public that if someone can
show me any false claimant who lived 23 years after his open claim in
public then I will pay him 500 Ruppees (which is like at least a million
ruppes now).
Hazrat Khalifa awwal (r) said that "wateen" is that vein which comes from
head and goes to the heart of a man.
(see Akhbaar Albadr Dec. 15, 1911 and also see his Tafseer of sura alhaqa,
Haqaiq ul furqaan page 203)
Then see also Tafsee-e-Sagheer page 770 where Mian Sahib or his
wonderful ulma (as he used to call them) say that " we cut his vein in neck"
( us ki raghay gardan kaat detay).

Mian Mehmood Sahib claimed in 1944 in Lahore on the base of a very
strange and lengthy dream that he is infarct Musleh Maud ( the promised
Zaki Ghulam).
1) Can you or anyone prove from his claim in open public, first time ever,
till his death in 1965 that he has completed 23 years as Quran and Hazrat
Hakam Adl (as) told us and gave an open challenge to entire world????
2) Is witness by three top specialist doctors from Hamburg, Zurich and London
and Ch. Zafar Ullah Khan sahib who was translator and was with Mian

Mehmood Sahib all the time during these check ups, is not acceptable to you
?????
Azizam, fear Allah and do not misguide simple Ahmadis they are already
misguided very much by this dajjal of Ulma and successors of Mian Mehmood
sahib. Give them a break!
Also, we have proved already in this forum that azizam Syed Saleem sahib do
not even have an idia of the claim of Mian Sahib in 1944. Saleem sahib mad
him mamoor (which is true because Maud Mulah (Promised by Allah Taala)
were and will be always Mamooreen, like Isa (as), Muhammad (sw) , Imam
Mehdi (as) and many others. But Mian Mehmood Sahib some times say I am
Mamoor Minallah and then says I am not mamoor Minallah and some times he
also says that I am in between Mamoor and ghay mamoor. Inna lilla hay wa
inna alay hay rajayoon !

Conclusion:
This is an ultimate results of research of both of you :
Your research and it's result is against the beliefs of Syedna Imam Mehdi ,
hakam adal (as), Hazrat Khalifa awwal (r) and even aginst the beleif of Mian
Mehmood Sahib.
And result of long research of Saleem sahib in the defence of Mian Sahib is
also against the beliefs of Mian Sahib himself and all his top ulma of that time.

My humble advice to you both:
kindly, do not waste your and everyone's time. Stop misguiding simple
Ahmadis and other non-ahmadi Muslims in general. Accept the Promised
Mursal Hazrat Abdul Ghaffar sahib (as) came in your life according to the
prophecies and Ilhamaat of Syedna Muhammad Rasoolullah (sw) and Hazrat
Imam Mehdi (as) to save yourself and your generations to come.
Wassalam,
Khaksaar
Syed Maulood Ahmed
Sept. 30, 2015

Is this the Islaam of Muhammad-e-Arabi (sw)????
Dear respected all,
Assalam Alaikum W. W. !
Can any of you reply these questions?????
(1) Is this Islamic teachings to announce and call names in different mosques in different
cities of Pakistan on different days and then expel 5 to 9 years old kids ( you called Islam
to this Nizaam ) ???? This is what this Nizaam-e-Jamaat Mehmood did in Pakistan !
(2) Is it what Syedna Imam Mehdi (as) told and instruct you to do ( Nauzobillah) after his
death????
(3) Is it according to the human rights and rights of children in any country on the surface
of this earth?????
(4) Which Islam are you presenting to the world ( is this the Islam of Muhammad-e-Arabi
(sw) ????
Aanhazrat (sw), Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as) or Khalifa Awwal (r) never did this in all their lives.
If you continue ignoring this "Zulm" then this Fairauni Nizaam will continue making you
"Zaleel" , bay ghayrat and baysharm and also munafiq like bani israel during Firaun and
Musa (as).
This was sunnat of your beloved Mian Mehmood Ahmed sahib so called musleh maud, to
ask water man and milk man to stop delivering water and milk to families who were
Ahmadis in Qadian and Rabwa and had very young kids as well and they left their
homelands for the love of Imam Mehdi (as) but had some disagreements with this Yazeedi
Nizaam due to it's non-islamic and anti maseh maud activities.
Allah Taala told you that if you see "Zulm" then you should face it to defeat it and
leave "zalimeen" not to stay with them but some of you call them leaders and khalifa of
real Islam/Ahmadiyyat. Can you attach these zalim khulfa with the teachings of Quran/
Islam/ Ahmadiyyat ?????
Kafi hay sochnay ko aghar ehl koi hay !
Wassalam,

Khaksaar
Syed Maulood Ahmed
Sept. 28, 2015

Two Different types of Khilafat

Dear very respected all ,
Assalam O Alaikum W. W. !
You are absolutely correct that Khalifa awal was chosen by Momineen of
Syedna Imam Mehdi (as). He was not appointed by Allah Taala (mamoor
minallah) with any Ilhaam like Syedna Imam Mehdi (as) was appointed or
previous mujadideen, anbiya and mursal were appointed. There is
no doubt that he was a rashid khalifa like previous rashid khulfa of
mamooreen minallah.
We should never forget that there is a clear difference between Syedna
Imam Mehdi (as) and khalifa awwal (r) ( ameer ul momeneen) exatly the
same like there was a clear difference between Aanhazrat (sw) and his
rashid khulfa (ameer ul momeneen). And that difference in short is the
mamooreen minallah (appointed by Allah with Ilhaam) and chosen and
selected by momeneen (believers of the mamooreen minallah). We shall
also note the difference that Mamooreen Minallah will have no power to
excuse and step down from the mamooriyyat given by Allah but a Khalifa
selected or chosen by people can leave the office for someone else for the
benefit of umma.
We firmly believe that all rashid khulfa (ameer ul momeneen) have ta'aeed
or nusrat of Allah Taala with them as long as they stay on saratay
mustaqeem left by Mamoor Minallah for them. But people like yazeedis and
Abbasis were also called khulfa (ameer ul momeneen) but we all know from
the history of Islam what they did with very close believers and loved ones
of Aanhazrat (sw).
Finally, we should also remember the short speech delivered by Hazrat Abu
Bakar (r) after his selection as Khalifa tul rasool and Ameer
ulmomeneen. This Man of God said that obey me as long as I stay on the
right path left by Muhammad Ur Rasoorullah (sw) and if I do not stay on it
or deviate or depart from it then O ' Ummah you do not have to obey me
and you have right to make me straight or even expel me from this office.

You see the difference between mamoor minallah (Nabi, Rasool, Mujadid or
Muhadis) and their righteous successors (khulfa). Mamoor minallah will
never say or has said that O' people you have authority to expel me from
this office but khulfa selected by momeneen could be expelled by people in
case of their misconduct or mismanagement as Hazrat Abu Bakar (r)
advised ummah to do even in his own case. Do you know why Mamooreen
Minallah (Nabi, Rasool, Mujadid or Muhadis) do not advise their ummah to
expel them from their offices ?????? It is because they are controlled by
Allah Taala directly with that ruhul qudus and they are guaranteed by Allah
Taala Himself that I (Allah) will correct all your humanly mistakes before
you leave this world so your ummah can stay on the right path.
And of course some times Allah Ta'ala continue progress of His Jamaat
even through yazeedis or Abbasis, as Syedna Imam Mehdi (as) reminded
us this fact in his many writings. .
At the end, I will say that mamooreen Minallah (Mujadid, Muhadas, Nabi or
Rasoor) will continue coming and they are actually khilafat ila min hajay
nabowat of Aahhazrat (sw) but in between them, their will be umrah, khulfa or
Imam who will be chosen by momeneen and they will or should work until the
next mamoor minallah (nabi, rasool, mujadid or muhadis) comes because he is
the real "waris" or has a superior and ultimate right to be called khalifat ila
mihajay nabowwat of Aanhazrat (sw) and this is that Khilafat promised (in
sura noor) till the last day in this universe. And that is the truth as Syedna
Imam Mehdi (as) told us more that many dozen times in his writings and he
considered himself and all previous mujadideen as khilafat ila mihajay
nabowat and he said several times that it is going to continue till Qayamat.
Shame on those people who called themselves Ahmadis but believe totally
against the beliefs of Syedna Imam Mehdi (as) because these ignorant s
believe that people's chosen umrah or khulfa will continue till qayamat,
instead of mamooreen minallah (chosen and appointed by Allah Taala Himself
with Ilhaam not by any election committee).
Wassalam,
Khaksaar
Syed Maulood Ahmed
Sept. 26, 2015

An Offer to Syed Mubashar Ahmed Sb. & Akram
Khalid Sahib
Dear very respected Akram Khalid Sb. and Syed Mubashar sahib,

Assalam O Alaikum W. W. !
I read your long emails . We do not have any grudge against Mian
Bashiruddin sb. or Maulvi Muhammad Ali sahib or their successors. We
hate those people who misguide simple Ahmadis, regardless they are from
lahore side or Qadian side because they are not our relatives.
Also we send lanat as Allah and His angals send lanat on Muftari Illah
(whoever is he) and we believe that anyone follow that muftari illah
because of any fear or for some worldly benefits like office or salary, even
after knowing all facts is also munafiq and fasiq and Allah Taala
sent lanat on these munafiqeen and fasiqeen as well. I hope you will agree
with this aajiz so far !
We have proved you with many dozens irrefutable references that both
groups (lahoris and Qadian side) finally went wrong and
started disobeying Hazoor (as) clear cut instructions. Qadian side or
Lahoris have no refutable answers for these proofs we have presented
before them.
Once agin, I will request both of you to take some time and read or watch the
enclosed links with care and tell us in one or two weeks after your complete
and detailed research.
1) What was wrong presented by us here?????
2) Did we make our own stories ?????

3) What will be your interpretations of these references in the light of their siaq
o sbaq (back grounds) ????
4) And then finally, please tell us if it was normal or okay for any maud musleh
to do all this what Mian Basheerudin sahib marhoom and his successors
did????
Please see these links and kindly provide answers of all above simple
questions in the light of writings and sayings in the following links:
http://alghulam.com/upload/home/aaiil_bhaion.pdf

http://alghulam.com/upload/news/news_56.pdf
http://www.alghulam.com/upload/news/news_97.pdf
http://www.alghulam.com/jalsasalana.php
( videos number 70 and 71 of 5th Jalsa Salana 2014 of Germany)
Azizan Akram and Mubashar sahibaan, On the day of judgement Allah Taala is
not going to ask you, how quickly and how many long emails you sent but He
will ask you why you did not follow my Ilhaamt to Imam Mehdi (as) and why
you did not use your common sense, which I gave you, that the person who
has this kind of character and beliefs can not be on my side and therefore can
not be a Promised Musleh.
We all are waiting for your reply. Take as much as time you need, we are not in
hurry but cover all above four points with Taqwa, Dua and with keeping in
mind that you want the right path and you want to leave the way which is not
Allah's way.
May Allah help you all to find the true way of Allah Taala that starts with
accepting His messnger, Mamoor Minallah. Aamin !
Wassalam,
Aajiz
Syed Maulood Ahmed
Sept. 20, 2015

Once Again, History Repeated Itself !

Dear respected all,
Assalam O Alaikum W. W. !
I am trying again and again to tell you all in this and other
forums that these "duayyia asha'ar in Durray sameen" (verses
for prayers) of hazrat Imam Mehdi (as) for his children or
family are not words of Allah Almighty (ilhamaat). He (as)
clearly and always mentioned in detail if any of verses
(Asha’ar) was Ilhaam (the words of Allah Taala). What hazoor
(as) said in some of his poetry or other writings are prayers for
his nation and his family members.
I further would like to add these irrefutable facts that
many mursaleen of Allah Taala have done this act of praying for
their children. As a matter of fact all mursaleen did most
definitely pray for their nations in which they were appointed.
And their own family members including their children, wives,
brothers, sisters, parents, etc. etc. are always integral part of
their nations in which they were or will be appointed. I have
given many examples, many times in this and other forums
from early 2010 till to date.
And I try again today to help you to understand this very
obvious fact that Hazrat Adam (as), Hazrat Noh (as), Hazrat
Loot (as), Hazrat Yaqoob (as) and now Hazrat Imam Mehdi
(as) were all Mamooreen Minallah of their times sent to their
nations by Allah Taala. And they all have offered prayers for
their nations which included their own family members. But we
all know that their children and family members were given a

proper opportunities to become momeneen (believers)
and obedient of Allah Taala but in all above cases some children
and some wives became followers of shaytaan
mardood (devil).
If someone does not believe in me then I would request him to
read Quran-e-Kareem with proper and required attention to
understand it's verses.
Syedna Hazrat Imam Mehdi (as) was ( like he said many times)
Adam (as), Noh (as), Ibraheem (as) also Yaqoob(as) of this
time and he(as) also has offered special prayers for his nation
that includes his (as) family, children and wives. But we all
know that Allah Taala gave every possible opportunities to his
nation including his family (father and mother side) , wives and
all children but we also know many of them did not benefit
from these opportunities and did not accept him as a
true Promised Mamoor Minallah and that means they rejected
him in his (as) entire life . These family members who rejected
him (as) were : his (as) first wife, his (as) two sons from first
wife (but Mirza Sultan Ahmed Sahib accepted his father after
his (as) death and very close to his own death), his (as) entire
family from father and mother side except very few people and
they could be counted on our fingers. Most of the family
members from his (as) father side did not accept him (as) and
therefore died as disobedient of Allah Taala (fasiqeen).
Finally, the family members (children, especially sons) accepted
Hazoor (as) did every possible work against his (as) advice, will
and wishes. Kindly, watch these attached two videos carefully and
then contact us back to report any misrepresentations or
misstatements we made. Please take your proper time and watch
both videos till the end and then you will find out in simple words
what these children have done and how they did not avail the
opportunities Allah Taala provided them to become His
(swt) obedient :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QfDkw_Mmphg&ab_channel
=AlghulamOnline

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8OuUd18qcl8&ab_channel=
AlghulamOnline

May Allah enable you all to understand the difference between
words of Allah Taala (ilhamaat) and words or wishes of
any Mamoor Minalah. Aamin !
Wassalam,
aajiz,
Syed Maulood Ahmed
Aug. 08, 2015

